
GROUP SEMINARS
N E X T  L E V E L  A T H L E T I C S  G R O U P



Whats New!
Next Level Athletics Group is pleased to announce a
new branch of our business, group seminars! Group
seminars can be provided across all four maritime
provinces for any age or skill group of  hockey
players and their parents.



NLA will be providing these educational seminar’s
as a non-bias source in the hockey industry with the

intention of teaching families and players how to
save money on hockey gear, provide clarity on

provincial sport organization and national sport
organization rules, regulations, and rights for
families regarding what a player can do with

regards to transferring teams, requesting releases,
and in general knowing what cards they can use to

further increase their exposure, or enhance their
enjoyment of their youth hockey experience.



These seminar’s will be led by a combination of two of the
following three individuals. 
 
Nick Gentleman
Director of Agency Operations, Player Advisor
A plethora of experience in all realms of sports and hockey
business, Nick has become a top advisor for elite youth
hockey players in the Maritimes and directs all agency
related matters at NLA.
 
Seth Silver
Nova Scotia Scout
Seth oversees scouting and making crucial decisions
regarding who NLA represents out of the Nova Scotia
region. While also having experience in the broadcasting
business with the former South Shore Lumberjacks, Seth
has been a student of the game for years and has built up
the knowledge to be considered by many as a top-tier
scout. 
 
Gerald Sharkey
New Brunswick / Prince Edward Island Scout
Gerald oversees scouting and making crucial decision on
who NLA represents out of the New Brunswick and PEI
region. An INTERNATIONAL SCOUTING SERVICE (ISS)
trained scout, Gerald’s knowledge for the game is unlimited
and his resume is impressive.
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Seminar’s will be an interactive sixty to ninety minutes and
can have specific requests accommodated to cover a certain
area of interest for the group upon request within a
reasonable time frame ahead of the meeting. The seminar
will cost between $60-100 Canadian dollars per participant
based on the size, length, and amount of special information
requested by the group. Participants will also be provided the
contact information for both of the individuals presenting,
and can book free consultations with both following the
seminar regarding scouting reports, or acquiring NLA’s player
representation services. 
 
To inquire or book seminar’s, please contact Nick Gentleman
via email: nick@nextlevelathleticsgroup.com. Please reach
out with a two-week window from first contact to seminar
time and date in order for the NLA team to properly organize
and provide the best experience possible for all those
attending. 
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